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Abstract
We study the computation, communication and synchronization requirements related to the con-
struction and search of parallel segment trees in an architecture independent way. Our proposed par-
allel algorithms are optimal in space and time compared to the corresponding sequential algorithms
utilized to solve the introduced problems and are described in the context of the bulk-synchronous
parallel (BSP) model of computation. Our methods are more scalable and can thus be made to work
for larger values of processor size p relative to problem size n than other segment tree related al-
gorithms that have been described on other realistic distributed-memory parallel models and also
provide a natural way to approach searching problems on latency-tolerant models of computation
that maintains a balanced query load among the processors.
© 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Architecture dependent realizations of distributed data structures have been addressed
in the past for particular network architectures, i.e., hypercubes and meshes [1,6]. Ar-
chitecture dependent features involved in these implementations, make the migration of
these results to realistic parallel computer models and machines non-trivial. On the bulk-
synchronous parallel (BSP) model the problem of multi-way search has been examined in
the context of d-ary tree structures and optimal results have also been obtained in [2]. In [9,
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graphs [6], and optimal results have been derived. In this work we extend the problem
of parallel searching under realistic parallel computer models [2,9,14] to work on paral-
lelized geometric data structures, namely parallel segment trees. In particular, we propose
efficient parallel algorithms for some well known and studied sequential problems related
to the construction and search of segment trees [3,21].
We study the computation, communication and synchronization requirements related to
the construction and search of parallel segment trees on the BSP model. A parallel segment
tree of size n is a sequential segment tree [21] of (lgn) levels that is evenly stored among
the p processors of a parallel computer [7]. Queries searching such a tree are presented
in a group of size m that is evenly distributed among the processors. Depending on the
particular problem that is to be solved with a segment tree, the structured information
associated with each of its nodes may vary. It can be a scalar value or a list of geometric
structures (i.e., segments) in sorted or no particular order.
We are proposing solutions to problems that will utilize different information struc-
tures of a segment tree by building a parallel segment tree with these on a set of n
non-intersecting line segments in the plane and a direction d . For easiness of presenta-
tion, in the remainder, we shall assume, without loss of generality, that d is the y axis. The
parallel segment tree, along with its information structure associated with its nodes, will
be evenly distributed among the p processors of the parallel machine. Subsequently, for
a set of m query points, evenly distributed among the processors, the segment tree with
its information structure will be accessed to solve one of the following problems. Other
interesting applications of segment trees can be found in [21].
• The Counting problem: Count the number of input segments a ray starting from each
query point intersects in direction d .
• The First-hit problem: Report the first segment a ray starting from each query point
intersects in direction d .
Segment trees on coarse-grained parallel models have been studied in the past. In [7]
they are used for the solution of problems related to trapezoidal decomposition and
the bichromatic line segment intersection of a set of non-intersecting line segments
in the plane. On a coarsed-grained multicomputer (CGM) on p processors, the trape-
zoidal decomposition of n non-intersecting line segments in the plane is obtained in time
O(n lgn lgp/p) + T (n lgp,p), for p2 < n, where T (n,p) is the time required to sort n
keys on p processors with n/p keys assigned to each processor. A segment tree is built to
obtain the desired time bound. This algorithm, as noted in [7], naturally extends to solve
the First-hit problem within the same time bound for m = n.
In [4,5] an algorithm for the next element search problem (First-hit, in the terminology
adapted in this work) is presented in two refinements. Although [5] is the full-paper version
of [4], one could talk about two different algorithms or refinements of the same algorithm.
On a p-processor CGM n queries are satisfied in O(1) communication rounds and space
O(n lgn/p) when a distributed segment tree is built [4]. The algorithm first builds a dis-
tributed segment tree using a construction based on ideas of [7]; the distributed segment
tree construction algorithm utilizes a global sort operation similarly to [7] which requires
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count-sort/radix-sort algorithms can be used for sorting segments/points rather than gen-
eralized comparison-based sorting algorithms (such as heapsort, mergesort) the bound for
T (n lgp,p) used in [4] is that of using radix-sort to sort n lgp integer keys on p proces-
sors. As the next element search problem can be solved without the use of segment trees,
the full-paper of [4] that appears in [5] does not fully utilize segment trees for the solution
of this problem. The algorithm in [5] first builds an incomplete distributed segment tree
thus requiring O(n lgp/p) space per processor, instead of the O(n lgn/p) bound required
of a complete distributed segment tree implementation. This is done by utilizing the top
lgp levels of a segment tree to build the incomplete distributed segment tree and then dis-
regarding the remaining levels of the segment tree. Then the algorithm in [5] resorts to
non segment tree-based techniques for the exclusively sequential part of the algorithm that
solves the First-hit problem. The algorithms in [4,5] also work for processor ranges such
that p2 < n or equivalently p = O(√n).
Our methods in this work for solving segment tree related problems extend past results
on searching static data structures on the BSP model [9]. They are also more scalable than
other parallel segment tree algorithms such as those of [4,5,7]. Thus, the processor range
that our methods are applicable is much higher than p = O(√n), namely p = O(n/ lgn).
In addition we make no special assumptions about the segment coordinates such as those
made in [4] where a distributed segment tree-based solution is proposed. On the other
hand, the O(n lgn/p) space requirements of our approach are a bit worse than those of [5]
that only require O(n lgp/p) space per processor. However, as noted before, we build
a fully, complete and scalable distributed implementation of a segment tree whereas [5]
does not. Our implementation works for small and large p; [4,5] require that p = O(√n).
Even for p = O(√n) our construction differs from that of [4]. The compressed form of
a segment tree that we build has effective height O(lgn/ lg (n/p)). For values of p close
to n the tree looks like a sequential segment tree and our algorithms behave as if they are
PRAM algorithms; for values of p further away from n the height is constant and only a
constant number of communication rounds is required to process and search the segment
tree structure. Our algorithms thus adapt to the available degree of parallelism in addition
to the communication and synchronization characteristics of the parallel machine.
Our algorithms are also optimal compared to the corresponding sequential segment
tree-based algorithms. In the BSP terminology [8], we claim that our algorithms for the
Counting problem are one-optimal for a wide range of the BSP parameters p, L and g.
The BSP algorithm for segment tree construction for the First-hit problem is by a lgn
factor slower than the best sequential algorithm but one-optimal compared to a practical
sequential algorithm, as are the results in [7] and also in [4,5] if the assumption on the
segment coordinates in the later work is relaxed. The only known to the author PRAM
algorithm for the bichromatic line segment intersection problem (that belongs to a class
of problems whose solution uses segment trees) works on a CREW-PRAM and solves the
counting problem in O(lgn) time with O(n+ k/ lgn) processors, where k is the number of
intersections. Our methods also suggest a natural way to approach geometric searching on
latency-tolerant models of parallel computation that maintains a balanced load among the
processors not only for storing the data structure to be searched but also the queries that
access it. Extensions of our methods to solving other geometric data structure problems,
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problems) seems quite tractable and immediate. Our architecture independent algorithms
can be made to work on other similar practical parallel models and offer us valuable in-
sights on designing latency-tolerant parallel algorithms and data-structures that take into
consideration both communication and synchronization issues.
1.1. The BSP model and primitive operations
The hardware abstraction of the BSP model [22,23] that is used for algorithm design
and analysis in this work consists of three components: (a) a collection of p proces-
sor/memory components numbered 0, . . . , p − 1, (b) a communication network that can
deliver messages point to point among the components, and (c) a mechanism for efficient
synchronization, in barrier style, of all or a subset of the components. The performance
of any BSP computer can be characterized by: (a) the number of components p, (b) the
minimum elapsed time L, measured in basic computational operations, between succes-
sive synchronization operations, and (c)—the cost g of communication per word (inverse
of router throughput). Computation on the BSP model proceeds in a succession of su-
persteps. Each superstep S is charged max {L,x + gh} basic time steps, where x is the
maximum number of basic computational operations executed by any processor during S,
and h is the maximum number of messages transmitted or received by any processor. The
description of BSP algorithms can be simplified by separating computation and commu-
nication [8] and thus assuming that each superstep contains either local computations or
communication. We specify the performance of a BSP algorithm A by comparing its per-
formance to a sequential algorithm A∗. We then specify two ratios π and μ; π , is the ratio
π = pCA/CA∗ and μ, is the ratio μ = pMA/CA∗ , where CA,MA are the computation
and communication time of A and CA∗ is the computation time of A∗. When communica-
tion time is described, it is necessary that the amount of information that can be transmitted
in a single message be made explicit. Finally, conditions on n, p, L and g are specified that
are sufficient for the algorithm to be plausible and the claimed bounds on π and μ to be
valid. Corollaries describe sufficient conditions for the most interesting optimality criteria,
such as c-optimality, i.e., π = c + o(1) and μ = o(1). All asymptotic bounds are for prob-
lem size n → ∞. As performance ratios between a parallel and a sequential algorithm are
expressed in terms of π and μ, operations may be defined in a higher level of abstraction
than machine level instructions.
Throughout this work lg and logt denote logarithms to the base two and t respectively.
A dominant term in an integer sorting BSP algorithm to be claimed is contributed by se-
quential count-sort performed independently at each processor; such an algorithm is to
be referred as COUNT_SORT [9]. O(n) time is charged for stable sorting n integers in
the range [0,1, . . . , n − 1] by any sequential count-sort algorithm [19]. Radix-sort tech-
niques are used to sort n integers in the range [0, . . . , nα − 1], for some positive constant
α, within lg nα/ lgn iterations of COUNT_SORT; such an algorithm is to be referred as
RADIX_SORT. A sequential sub-quadratic time worst-case sorting algorithm (say heapsort,
merge-sort) [19], to be called SUB_QUADRATIC_SORT, that can sort √n keys in o(n)
time is also utilized [9]. For other operations, O(1) time will be charged for operations over
an associative operator and one time unit for each comparison. In this work a number of
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sorting (parallel radix-sort) will be used. A fully detailed account of such operations along
with additional results can be found in [11,15,16,18].
(1) A p-processor BSP algorithm for broadcasting an n-word vector, requires commu-
nication time at most Mnbrd(p) = 2 max {L,2gn} · [n > 1]+hmax {L,2gt} · [n < p] for any
t  p, where h = logt ((t − 1)p/n + 1) − 1, and the bracketed notation [S] evaluates
to 1 if S is true, and 0 otherwise. The overall time complexity of the algorithm is denoted
by T nbrd(p) = Mnbrd(p). For n = 1, we write Tbrd(p).
(2) A p-processor BSP algorithm for realizing n disjoint parallel-prefix operations, each
of size p, over any associative operator whose application to two arguments take O(1) time,
requires time at most Cnppf (p) = 2 max {L,O(n)} · [n > 1] + 2hmax {L,O(t)} · [n < p]
for computation and Mnppf (p) = 2 max {L,2gn} · [n > 1] + 2hmax {L,2gt} · [n < p], for
communication for any t  p, where h = logt p/n. The overall time complexity of the
algorithm is denoted by T nppf (p) = Cnppf (p) + Mnppf (p). For n = 1, we write Tppf (p).
(3) A p-processor BSP stable radix-sort based algorithm sorts n integers in the range
[0,1, . . . ,R − 1] in computation time equal to r(3 max {L,O(max {n/p, t logt p})} +
Cppf (p)) and communication time r(2 max {L,g max {n/p, t logt p}} + max {L,gn/p} +
Mppf (p)), for any t such that 2 t  p, where r = lgR/ lg max {(n/p, tlogt p)}.
A generic comparison-based parallel sorting algorithm that can sort any data type will
also be utilized. We can either use the one-optimal randomized algorithm in [8] or the one-
optimal deterministic ones in [10,12] or the fully scalable but c-optimal one in [17]. The
time required for a BSP sorting algorithm to sort n evenly distributed keys on p processors
is denoted by T (n,p).
2. Segment trees
We first give an overview of sequential segment trees [3,21], a data structure introduced
for the purpose of solving problems related to intervals on the real line. Let x(q), y(q) be
the x and y coordinates of a query point q . Let δ be a line segment, and let left(δ) and
right(δ) be its two end-points. Then x(left(δ)) is the x coordinate of its left end-point. Let
x(δ) denote the interval [x(left(δ)), x(right(δ))]. Let τ be a balanced binary tree and let
v be one of its internal nodes or its root. We denote by l(v) and r(v) the left and right
children of v, and root(τ ) its root of level zero. A numbering of the nodes of τ would start
from level zero and proceed level by level left to right.
Let I be a set of r non-intersecting line segments in the plane. Let x1, . . . , xt , t  2r , be
the distinct x coordinates ([3] describes ways to handle duplicates) of the 2r end-points of
the segments. Elementary intervals are then formed [3]: (−∞, x1), [x1, x1], (x1, x2), . . . ,
(xt ,+∞). The number of elementary intervals is 2t+1, that is at most 4r+1 such intervals
are constructed from the original set of r input line segments. Subsequently, let the number
of the formed intervals be denoted by n.
A segment tree S(T ) consists of a base tree BT and the structures associated with the
nodes of BT . BT is a balanced binary tree with n leaves, each leaf corresponding to one
elementary interval with the leftmost leaf corresponding to the leftmost interval. Let the
elementary interval of leaf v be denoted by Int(v). The interval Int(u) of an internal node
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/* v is a node of segment tree S(T ) being built and δ a line segment */
1. if Int(v) ⊆ x(δ)
2. then Update auxiliary structure of v with δ;
3. else begin
4. if Int(l(v)) ∩ x(δ) = ∅
5. BUILD_STREE (l(v), δ);
6. if Int(r(v)) ∩ x(δ) = ∅
7. BUILD_STREE (r(v), δ);
8. end
end BUILD_STREE
Fig. 1. Procedure BUILD_STREE.
beginQUERY_STREE (v, q)
/* v is a node of segment tree S(T ) being built and q a query point */
1. Report as appropriate auxiliary structure of v;
2. if (v internal) ∧ x(q) ∈ Int(l(v))
3. then QUERY_STREE (l(v), q);
4. else QUERY_STREE (r(v), q);
end QUERY_STREE
Fig. 2. Procedure QUERY_STREE.
u is the union of all elementary intervals of the leaves in the subtree of BT rooted at u. Each
internal node or leaf of BT , maintains pointers to its left and right child, stores Int(u) and
may also store additional information, which are the structures associated with the nodes
of BT ; two such structures will be denoted by I (u) and c(u). I (u) denotes a list of line
segments stored at u and c(u) denotes the cardinality of I (u). Whether c(u), I (u) or both
are stored in u is application dependent; other relevant information might be stored as well
in u. For the solution of the Counting problem, c(u) need only be stored with u; for the
First-hit problem I (u) needs to be maintained at u in sorted order. Hereafter, we shall use
the term base tree BT of S(T ) to include the structure of BT and the Int(u) intervals but
neither I (u) nor c(u). We refer to the latter information as the auxiliary structure of S(T ).
It is immediate to construct BT from n elementary intervals in O(n) space and time.
This is realized by BUILD_STREE in Fig. 1. In order to construct S(T ) and add auxiliary
structure information into BT , the input line segments need to be processed by travers-
ing BT . This requires time O(n lgn). If only c(u) is maintained for every node u, the
additional space required will still be O(n). If I (u) lists are maintained, then O(n lgn)
additional space will be needed. Line 2 of BUILD_STREE can be modified accordingly to
deal with I (u) or c(u) as needed. For each input line segment δ, a call to BUILD_STREE
(root(S(T )), δ) is issued. In step 2 of BUILD_STREE, the auxiliary structure (e.g. I (v) or
c(v)) is updated. Segment tree properties [3,21] show that line 2 of BUILD_STREE will be
executed a total of O(n lgn) times for all input segments when a segment tree on n inter-
vals is being built, with each segment δ executing at most twice line 2 of BUILD_STREE at
each level and visiting at most four nodes at each level. A node u at level i will be visited
by O(n/2i ) segments. After all input segments are processed and the auxiliary information
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point q a call to QUERY_STREE (root(S(T )), q) will be issued. Query q visits O(lgn)
nodes in the tree. Line 1 of QUERY_STREE can be modified accordingly to deal with I (u)
or c(u) as needed.
3. Parallel segment trees
The first step in building a parallel segment tree on a p-processor coarse-grained (e.g.,
BSP) computer involves the construction of base tree BT . More formally, r line seg-
ments are uniformly but otherwise arbitrarily distributed among the processors so that
each processor stores at most r/p segments whose end-points are then extracted in
time O(r/p) and sorted in time T (2r,p). Then, r  n  4r + 1 elementary intervals are
formed [3] and stored evenly among the p processors so that each processor holds at most
n/p of them. We assume, without loss of generality, that n is a power of two; otherwise,
we may add a number of dummy intervals to achieve this.
3.1. Compressing a BT tree into a richer T tree
A direct or naive approach to building in parallel the base tree BT would distribute
its nodes evenly among the p processors, thus requiring fine-grained communication to
access information of size O(1) related to a particular node. Instead, we shall distribute
evenly among the processors subtrees of BT of some predetermined height lgd , where d
is dependent on n and p, so that coarse-grained communication patterns of size O(d) can
be utilized. The number of communication phases required to build or search a segment
tree would also be reduced to O(lgn/ lgd) from an otherwise obvious O(lgn) bound. We
achieve these objectives by transforming (yet maintaining all the information available in)
BT into a structure that is shallower in terms of height, but richer in terms of information
stored in a node; a node in the new structure will store in an auxiliary structure information
previously associated with a subtree of BT . We further explain our approach.
By construction, the number of leaves and internal nodes in BT is n and n − 1 re-
spectively. Each node v of BT stores O(1) information (pointers to children and an Int(v)
interval). The height of BT is lgn. We coalesce a node v of BT of level lgn − i · lgd
and all its descendants up to level lgn − (i − 1) · lgd into what we call “hypernode” v.
The formed hypernode v is associated with and retains the name of node v, the root of
the coalesced subtree, and we call node v and the formed hypernode v, “associate” of one
another. The coalesced information associated with v (i.e., the named subtree of BT rooted
at v) is called the “hypotree” of v and denoted by H(v). We finally coalesce root(BT)
and all its descendants up to level lgn − j · lgd , where j = lgn/ lgd, into another
hypernode that will become the root of the formed tree of hypernodes. The original BT
consisting of nodes becomes a tree of hypernodes, with the coalesced root becoming the
root of this tree yet all the information of BT is maintained in the hypernodes and their
hypotrees.
The children of a hypernode u are thus hypernodes whose associates in BT are nodes
at distance lgd (or less, if u is the root) away from the associate in BT of u. The hyper-
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node structure thus extracted from BT will be referred for clarity as T . The height of T
then becomes lgn/ lgd. The number of leaves in T is still n and the number of its in-
ternal nodes becomes N = (n/(d − 1))(1 − 1/dlgn/ lgd)+ 1 n/(d − 1)+ 1 = O(n/d).
The information associated with each hypernode u is the information of the coalesced
subtree of BT of height lgd rooted at the associate of u. This is H(u) and its size is
a factor of O(d) larger than that of a node in BT as it contains the information associ-
ated with all the nodes of a subtree of BT of height at most lgd . We shall call vertices
the nodes of a hypotree to distinguish them from the hypernodes; the vertices of a hy-
potree are thus BT nodes. We can thus establish an one-to-one correspondence between
BT nodes and hypernodes/vertices of T and we would use either part of the correspon-
dence to describe a node, hypernode, or vertex in the remainder. A base tree BT and its
corresponding tree T of hypernodes are depicted in Fig. 3; for hypernode 2, its hypotree is
also shown.
Thus in a parallel implementation of a segment tree we plan to maintain the base tree
structure BT in the form of T by distributing among the processors hypernodes of T ,
which have a richer structure, rather than nodes of BT . Each node of BT is assigned a
unique number in a top-to-bottom left-to-right fashion. Each hypernode of T maintains
this same numbering of its associate in BT and so do the vertices in the hypotrees. In
addition, the hypernodes of T are also numbered similarly to the nodes of BT top-to-
bottom left-to-right. This way, a hypernode can be uniquely identified by its numbering in
T or BT (through its associate). In the algorithms to follow we shall choose d so that in
the most interesting cases d = (n/p)α , where α is a constant bounded such that 0 < α < 1.
We may assume, without loss of generality, that d is a power of two, since otherwise we
could increase α (that effectively doubles d in the worst case) to get the desired d . There
is a straightforward bottom-up way to build T on the BSP model that also preserves the
structure of BT (including the Int intervals).
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Each processor preallocates memory to store no more than N/p hypernodes for a
total space requirement of O(n/p + d). Hypernode numbered i in T is allocated space
at processor i mod p. Let anc(v) denote in BT the ancestor of v, lgd levels up (i.e., its
parent in T ). The algorithm to build T proceeds in lgn/ lgd phases. The n elementary
intervals are available ordered (left-to-right due to sorting of the x-coordinates of the end-
points) and evenly distributed among the processors. They form the leaves of T and BT
and numbered as hypernodes of T and nodes of BT (e.g., the ith leaf from the left is node
n− 1 + i in BT since the first n− 1 labels are assigned to the n− 1 internal nodes of BT).
The Int of a leaf is its elementary interval.
The parallel construction of T works in phases by building one level of T at a time
starting from its leaves and working towards its root. By the completion of phase j > 0, all
hypernodes of T which are associates of nodes of BT of level lgn− j lgd are constructed.
In the following phase j + 1 of this construction, all newly formed hypernodes vl of phase
j with the same ancestor u = anc(vl) in BT send their newly formed intervals Int(vl) to
the processor that has allocated memory for hypernode u. The communication is realized
in time max {L,gO(n/(pdj−1))} since the hypernodes of a particular level are evenly dis-
tributed among the processors. The processor storing hypernode u then builds the hypotree
H(u) by building the corresponding base tree (a subtree of BT) of height lgd (or smaller, if
u is root(BT)) with elementary intervals the d (or less, if u is root(BT)) received intervals.
It stores this structure in the preallocated space and updates the pointers of the d children
of u to point to the correct processor/node locations storing the vl’s. The computation time
required for this step is max {L,O(n/(pdj−1) + d)}.
After the final phase is completed, the information associated with the root of T is also
broadcast to every other processor in time T O(d)brd (p). The root of T is the only hypernode
whose thus formed base tree H(root(T )) may be of height less than lgd (i.e., the space
required to store it may be less than (d)). In the remainder, we refer as node_info(u) the
information associated with each hypernode u, that is H(u), the Int intervals of all vertices
associated with it, and the Int interval of u. The following results can then be obtained
from the previous discussion.
Lemma 3.1. A BSP algorithm that constructs n elementary intervals from r non-
intersecting line segments in the plane requires time O(n/p) + O(gn/p) + O(L) +
Tsrt(n,p), where r  n  4r + 1 and Tsrt(n,p) is the time required to sort n keys on p
processors under the BSP model.
Lemma 3.2. A BSP algorithm that constructs a base tree T from n elementary intervals
requires total time Tc(n, d) = lgn/ lgdO(L)+gO(n/p+ d)+ O(n/p+ d)+T O(d)brd (p),
where d is the degree of every hypernode of T except, possibly, of its root. The node_info
of root(T ) is available to every processor, and the space allocated per processor is
O(n/p + d).
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After building the parallel base tree T , the construction of the segment tree S(T ) re-
quires the execution of the parallel equivalent to BUILD_STREE. The information that
needs to be updated in line 2 of BUILD_STREE depends on the particular problem one
solves. A variant of BUILD_STREE for the Counting problem is shown first. This requires
that the auxiliary structure that will be added to every hypernode u of T and every vertex
of its hypotrees H(u) is a counter c(.) field initialized to zero. Thus, the additional space
required to maintain the counter fields is O(d) per H(u), and O(n) total. Per processor
space requirements remain asymptotically the same. Function BUILDBSP_C_STREE that
will construct S(T ) for the solution of the Counting problem will also be utilized in the
solution of the First-hit problem.
Before we provide details of the parallel construction of S(T ) we give an overview of
the algorithm. The r evenly distributed input segments are to traverse BT to build S(T ) by
running BUILD_STREE. Equivalently the input segments can traverse T , the distributed
implementation of BT . This traversal starts from the root of T and moves towards the
leaves by traversing T level by level. Suppose all the hypernodes u of level l − 1 are to be
traversed. Then the H(u) hypotrees, which are subtrees of BT , are traversed level by level,
and eventually the leaves of all H(u) hypotrees are reached; the leaves are themselves
hypernode children at level l of the hypernodes u of level l − 1. The next level l is about
to be processed then. During this construction of S(T ), all segments that visit the same
hypernode u or vertex of H(u) form a thread associated with the visited hypernode or
vertex; each segment of the thread will issue a call of BUILD_STREE on the hypernode
or vertex being visited. Depending on the branch of BUILD_STREE that will be followed
(lines 5 and 7) a thread can be further subdivided into smaller threads.
The r input segments initially form a single thread and access T starting from the root.
When a segment δ runs BUILD_STREE on a hypernode u of level l − 1, it will recursively
continue to work on the vertices of H(u) one level at a time; H(u) itself is a subtree of
BT rooted at the associate of u in BT . At a given level of T or H(u) each segment δ
may involve up to four hypernodes of T or vertices of H(u) and may force the update of
counters of at most two hypernodes of T or at most two vertices of H(u) [3,21]. As soon
as the leaves of H(u) are reached and with them the hypernodes of level l, a new phase
of the parallel construction of S(T ) begins. For that to occur, all segments that reach these
hypernodes of level l need to be grouped based on the T numbering of the hypernodes of
level l that the set of segments will visit in the next phase.
Some of the solutions that are described in the remainder of this section have already
been introduced in [9,14]. A problem that is unique to segment trees is that as soon as the
segments traverse the root of T /BT , the total number of segments working on nodes of
the next level in BT or equivalently on the first level of H(root(T )) can be as many as 4r
and can cause as many as 2r counter updates of vertices of hypotrees. Thus the number
of segments working on the same level of T or of its hypotrees is not constant but varies
continuously. There are other inherent difficulties in the parallelization of the construction.
At the beginning of the algorithm we have a single big thread of r segments associated with
the root of T . Big threads need to be distributed among multiple processors; small threads
can be assigned to a single processor. In intermediate phases of the algorithm, we have a
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be used to optimize their arrangement among the p processors. All segments in a thread
will execute BUILD_STREE on say a hypernode u; for that they require access of the
H(u) information of size O(d). If the thread is a big thread, H(u) needs to be broadcast
to all the processors storing this thread of segments. If a thread is small and stored in a
single processor, broadcasting will not be required. In this latter case, however, for load-
balancing purposes we might decide to perform one of two functions: (a) send H(u) from
the processor storing it to the processor storing the small thread of segments associated with
u, or (b) send the small thread of segments associated with u to the processor storing H(u).
Whether (a) or (b) will be performed depends on whether thread size is larger or smaller
than (d). The threading of segments according to hypernode numbering to prepare for
the (l + 1)st phase of the construction can be realized through a count-sort or radix-sort
operation; sub-quadratic (e.g., merge-sort) sorting can also be used.
3.4. Parallel segment tree S(T ) for the counting problem
We describe the algorithm for parallel construction of segment tree S(T ) for the so-
lution of the Counting problem in more detail. For the Counting problem, line 2 of
BUILD_STREE increments a counter c(.) initialized to zero and associated with every
hypernode of T and every vertex of its hypotrees: statement c(v) = c(v) + 1 is thus
executed. The parallel version of BUILD_STREE to solve the Counting problem is
BUILDBSP_C_STREE and accepts as input r line segments that are evenly, though ar-
bitrarily, distributed among the processors. Base tree T is part of the input and constructed
by the method described in Section 3.2. Attached to each segment is a field indicat-
ing the hypernode or vertex currently visited by the segment. BUILDBSP_C_STREE
consists of lgn/ lgd phases, the height of T . From the discussion prior to the presen-
tation of BUILD_STREE, the set of query segments can grow up to 4r at any phase of
BUILD_STREE and subsequently, of BUILDBSP_C_STREE. We use the generic symbol
m to refer to the size of the input segment set at some phase of the algorithm; in the first
phase m = r , and thereafter, m 4r . The number of leaves of the parallel base tree T is n,
and by construction n 4r + 1.
The presented algorithm extends significantly the one for multi-way search presented
in [9,14]; the differences arise from the fact that the tree is stored differently in a way to
minimize communication to solve the particular problem in hand, and the set of segments
(in fact, pairs of a segment and the vertex it traverses) dynamically changes in each phase.
In the presentation below some definitions will be utilized. For a hypernode v of T we
define the set of line segments visiting v to be the thread of v. If v is at level l of T , we
may also refer to this thread as a thread at level l. A thread may be stored on a single
processor; such a thread is called exclusive, otherwise it is called shared. The contiguous
set of processors that will store a shared thread will form a group and the first processor
(lower-numbered) of the group will be called its group-leader. Tree T will be stored in
the form described earlier to achieve communication efficiency for the BSP algorithm to
be presented. The performance of an arbitrary phase l, is summarized in the following
proposition.
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elementary intervals constructed from r non-intersecting line segments. Let d = o(n/p).
Then, algorithm BUILDBSP_C_STREE constructs a segment tree (without segment lists)
whose lth phase, 0 l < lgn/ lgd, requires computation and communication time given
by
C(m,n, r,p, l) = 4D
(
max
{⌈
m
p
⌉
,
r
p
})
+ O
(
m
p
+ n
p
+ L
)
+ O(CO(d)ppf (p)),
and
M(m,n, r,p, l) = O
(
g
m
p
+ g n
p
)
+ O(MO(d)ppf (p)),
where m is the number of segments to be processed in the beginning of phase l, for l = 0
we have m = r , and for l = 0 it is D = height(root(T )), whereas for l > 0, it is D = lgd .
The algorithm requires O(n/p + m/p) space per processor.
Proof. Let h = lgn/ lgd be the height of T . Procedure BUILDBSP_C_STREE is de-
scribed as a sequence of stages. The following invariants will be maintained at each phase
0 l < h − 1.
(1) At the completion of phase l the line segments are sorted with respect to the T number-
ing of the leaf vertices (which are hypernodes of level l+1) of the hypotrees associated
with the hypernodes of level l of T .
(2) At the completion of phase l all shared threads are fully identified and characterized
by their group and group leader.
The structure the algorithm maintains is that for every line segment δ there exists a
processor that contains it and the hypernode it is visiting. Let S denote the set of m
line segments of phase l. Each segment maintains a field that indicates the hypernode
or hypotree vertex it is currently visiting. Each thread is associated with a hypernode
v and node_info(v) contains all the auxiliary structure for v; sometimes we may write
for simplicity node_info without quantifying v. As the number of internal hypernodes is
N  n/(d − 1) + 1 = O(n/d), and each processor stores N/p of them, each processor
uses O(Nd/p + d) = O(n/p + d) space.
In phase 0 (base case) the line segments form a single shared thread of size m = r ; by
virtue of the construction of the base tree T , node_info(root(T )) is also available to every
processor. The algorithm description below treats phase 0 as any other phase without taking
this information into consideration; the result is that node_info(root(T )) will be obtained
by the group leader (processor zero) and broadcast to the remaining processors, a redundant
step. Note also that the height of the hypotree of root(T ) may not be lgd , as it is the case for
every other hypotree of T . The generic term D takes this into consideration; D = lgd for
all phases other than phase 0. We first give an outline of the code of BUILDBSP_C_STREE
in Fig. 4 and then provide additional details for each one of its six stages.
In stage 1, let s be the size of some thread S¯ of phase l, for l > 0, whose segments visit
hypernode v, or the single thread associated with hypernode root(T ), for l = 0. Depending
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1. For each thread residing in a processor, the node_info(v) structure of the hypernode v visited by the line
segments of the thread is obtained.
2. Every processor, for each local segment δ visiting hypernode v invokes BUILD_STREE(v, δ) on H(v) with
line 2 performing c(v) = c(v) + 1.
3. The updated node_info structures are routed back to their original storage area (reverse of stage 1 communi-
cation). For shared threads a parallel-sum operation implemented in terms of a segmented parallel-prefix is
initiated on the c(.) values of all the vertices of the H(u) hypotree of a hypernode u whose thread is shared,
before the routing is effected by the leader processor of the group.
4. After stage 2, each segment includes information on the hypernode it will visit in the following phase.
Processors sort segments within each thread with respect to the T number of this hypernode, which is the
vertex of the last level of the hypotree accessed in stage 1. Invariant 1 for phase l + 1 is maintained.
5. Each processor returns to the originating processors the threads it received in stage 1. A load-balancing
operation is performed.
6. Each processor prepares for the following phase by characterizing, by group and group leader, the threads
induced in the current phase. Invariant 2 for phase l + 1 is maintained.
Fig. 4. Procedure BUILDBSP_C_STREE.
on the size s and the exclusivity of S¯ and in order to minimize communication during the
access of node_info information we employ various methods to realize stage 1. Informally,
if s is larger than d , the size of (order of magnitude) the associated node_info (cases 1–2
below), the latter information is obtained from the appropriate processor; otherwise (case
3 below), the thread is dispatched to the processor maintaining node_info. If S¯ is held by
processor p¯ and computation load-balancing parameter  is such that  = O(√d), one of
the following branches is followed:
(1) read node_info if s  d/ and S¯ is exclusive,
(2) read node_info if s  d/, S¯ is shared, and p¯ is group leader,
(3) send S¯ to pˆ if s < d/,
(4) do nothing otherwise,
where pˆ is the unique processor storing node_info for the hypernode visited by thread
S¯. The first time BUILDBSP_C_STREE is executed with l = 0, every processor holds
at most m/p segments. Thereafter, each processor may hold up to 4m/p segments
but no more than 4r/p. Each processor also maintains at most N/p + 1 hyper-
nodes each one holding O(d) information (the additive 1 is contributed by root(T ) that
is replicated on all processors). The number of node_info records each processor receives
for cases 1 and 2 is at most m/(dp) + 1. Each processor, by way of case 3 receives
a set S∗ of at most s∗ = N/pd/ additional line segments. Hence, this step takes
max {L,g O(m/p + (n/p + d)/)}. If S¯ is shared, then p¯ broadcasts node_info, obtained
in the previous step, to all processors of its group. This step requires time at most T O(d)ppf (p)
by way of a segmented parallel prefix operation [20]. At the completion of this stage each
processor holds at most m/p + s∗ segments.
H(v) is needed for BUILD_STREE in stage 2 of BUILDBSP_C_STREE and contained
in node_info that is locally available after stage 1. At the end stage 2, scalar values c(w),
for every vertex w of H(v) will be updated and the number of pairs (segment, hypernode
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larger than that in the beginning of this stage, which was m/p + s∗.
Thus, the time required by this stage is max {L,4 lgd(m/p + s∗)} if l > 0 (D = lgd)
and max {L,4 lgd ′(m/p + s∗)} otherwise (D = lgd ′), where 2d ′ − 1 is the size of the
hypotree of root(T ). There is an imbalance of segments on processors effected by the term
s∗. If  = ω(1) one-optimality can be maintained for the algorithm in hand but with a
-wise increase in communication (communication time of stage 1).
An alternative communication efficient way is to use the following tedious load-
balancing method. Since s∗ = N/pd/ and N  n/(d − 1) + 1, we get that s∗ 
nd/((d − 1)p) + o(n/p). Since n 4r + 1, by choosing appropriate 4 <  < 8, we can
maintain s∗  r/p. Let us denote set S∗ on processor i by S∗i and let its size be s∗i . Let the
remaining segments on processor i excluding S∗i form set Si . Segments in S∗i need to be
processed locally, those in Si need not. We first load balance set
⋃
i Si using parallel-prefix
and regular routing operations of size at most max {m/p, r/p} and then, these segments
fill the processors so that processor i receives max {m/p, r/p} − s∗i of them; parallel-
prefix and regular routing is required to achieve this. The load balancing scheme requires
overall time 2 max {L,O((m + r)/p)} + 2 max {L,O(g(m + r)/p)} + O(Tppf (p)). If we
employ this extra load-balancing method, then  will be set to  = (1) for the remain-
der of this discussion. The execution time of the call to BUILD_STREE in stage 2 is then
bounded by max {L,4D max {m/p, r/p}}.
If this tedious load-balancing step at the end of stage 2 is avoided, then the time com-
plexity of stage 3 will be max {L,g O(m/p + s∗)} + T O(d)ppf (p). If the load-balancing
scheme is realized, its actions need to be reversed before stage 3 will be performed; the
time complexity of this reversal is an additional max {L,O(g(m + r)/p)} term. We note
that the parallel sum operation updates the c(.) values of H(u) correctly as each processor
assigned to the thread of u computes only a portion of the segment lists in its own copy of
H(u) communicated in stage 1.
In stage 4, let s be the size of some thread S¯ as formed at the end of stage 2 before
the load-balancing step, whose effects were reversed in stage 3. The sorting operation is
performed by one of several algorithms depending on s and the exclusivity of S¯.
(1) RADIX_SORT if s √d/ and S¯ is exclusive,
(2) PARALLEL RADIX_SORT if s √d/ and S¯ is shared,
(3) SUB_QUADRATIC_SORT if s < √d/.
If a radix-sort based algorithm is used, then the T number of a hypernode (leaf hy-
potree vertex) needs to be normalized in the range [0, . . . , d − 1] before the sorting
and restored afterwards; for shared threads this involves a broadcasting implemented in
terms of a segmented parallel prefix operation [20] initiated by the group leader that
communicates the normalized numbers for the d hypernodes and a linear time scan per
processor to update these numbers. The lower-indexed of the at most two processors
(since thread size is small) that may share small thread S¯ in case 3 is to perform proce-
dure SUB_QUADRATIC_SORT. The overall size of all threads of size greater than √d/
on any one processor is at most 4(m/p + s∗); algorithms RADIX_SORT and PARAL-
LEL_RADIX_SORT, since  = O(√d), require O(1) iterations of sequential radix sort that
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d/ integers in the range [0, . . . , d−1]. The time for sorting all such threads
is O(max {L,g(m/p + s∗)}) + O(max {L,m/p + s∗}) + O(T O(d)ppf (p)).
When SUB_QUADRATIC_SORT is applied, each thread of size less than √d/ is sorted
in o(d/) time. The total time required to sort all such threads S¯i of size si <
√
d/
on any particular processor is max {L,o(∑i s2i )}  max {L,o(∑i d/)}. As i  N/p,
o(
∑
i s
2
i ) = o(N/pd/). Thus, the total time required to sort all such threads is bounded
above by O(max {L,o((n/p + d)/)}) and O(max {L,o(g(n/p + d)/)}) for computation
and communication respectively.
In stage 5, since the total size of all the threads that any single processor sent or
received in stage 1 is at most m/p and s∗ respectively, the time complexity of this
stage is bounded above by O(max {L,4g(m/p + s∗)}) as the size of each original thread
may have been increased by a factor of four. The load-balancing operation requires time
max {L,O(m/p)} + max {L,O(gm/p)} + Tppf (p).
In stage 6, since segments are sorted with respect to hypernodes of the following level
of T each processor can determine all of its exclusive threads by simply scanning the
segments in its local memory. Moreover, if there are shared threads, all of them can be
identified and characterized by communicating a constant number of messages and by
performing a segmented parallel-prefix operation. After completion of the parallel prefix
operation each processor knows for each of its shared threads its group and group leader.
When this stage is executed every processor stores at most min {4m/p, 4r/p} seg-
ments and at most two shared threads. Thus, the cost of this stage is bounded above by
max {L,O((m + r)/p)} + O(Tppf (p)) + max {L,O(g)}.
We therefore obtain that the time complexity, over all stages, of procedure MULTI_WAY
SEARCH is (D is lgd for all phases other than phase 0, and for phase 0 D is the height of
H(root(T )) which is at most lgd)
4D
(
max
{⌈
m
p
⌉
,
r
p
})
+ O
(
m
p
+ n
p
+ r
p
+ L
)
+ O(CO(d)ppf (p)),
and
O
(
g
m
p
+ g n
p
+ g r
p
+ L
)
+ O(MO(d)ppf (p)),
as in the beginning of phase 0, it is m = r , at each phase we have m  4r , and load-
balancing was used with  = (1) ( < 8) in the derivation. 
If we sum up the contributions of all the phases h = 0, . . . , lgn/ lgd, and note that in
phase 0, it is m = r and thereafter m 4r , the following proposition will be derived.
Proposition 3.2. Let T be the parallel base tree of a segment tree on r  n  4r + 1
elementary intervals constructed from r line segments. Let d = o(n/p). Then, algorithm
BUILDBSP_C_STREE constructs a segment tree (without segment lists but with segment
counters) in computation and communication time given by
CC_Build(n, r,p) = 4 lgn
(
r
p
)
+ lgn
lgd
O
(
n
p
+ r
p
+ L
)
+ lgn
lgd
O
(
C
O(d)
ppf (p)
)
,
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MC_Build(n, r,p) = lgnlgd O
(
g
n
p
+ g r
p
+ L
)
+ lgn
lgd
O
(
M
O(d)
ppf (p)
)
.
The algorithm requires O(n/p + r/p) space per processor. The running time of the algo-
rithm (communication and computation) is denoted by TC_Build(n, r,p).
By substituting appropriate values for the parameters in Proposition 3.2 a variety of
bounds on the run-time of algorithm BUILDBSP_C_STREE can be obtained. The follow-
ing is one such bound.
Theorem 3.1. Let T be a segment tree on r  n  4r + 1 elementary intervals con-
structed from r line segments. Let d = o(n/p). Then, algorithm BUILDBSP_C_STREE
for constructing a segment tree (without allocating the segment lists) such that for all n,
p, L and t , where t = min {O(L/g),p} and L = o(n lgd/(p logt p)) has, π = 1 + o(1) +
O(1/ lgd), and if g = o(lgd) then also, μ = o(1). The algorithm requires O(n/p) space
per processor.
Proof. For computation time, by Proposition 3.2, after substituting for CO(d)ppf (p), we get
that
CC_Build(n, r,p) 4
(
r lgn
p
)
+ O
(
lgn
lgd
(
n
p
+ O(d)
))
+ O
(
lgn
lgd
logt (p/d)L
)
+ O
(
lgn
lgd
logt (p/d)t
)
.
For d = o(n/p) and since by choice of t , t = O(L/g), we further get that
CC_Build(n, r,p) 4
(
r lgn
p
)
+ O
(
lgn
lgd
n
p
)
+ O
(
lgn
lgd
logt (p/d)L
)
.
As the sequential running time is proportional to O(4r lgn), the expression for π in
Theorem 3.1 follows. Similarly,
MC_Build(n, r,p)O
(
lgn
lgd
(
n
p
+ O(d)
)
g
)
+ O
(
lgn
lgd
logt (p/d)L
)
+ O
(
lgn
lgd
logt (p/d)O(tg)
)
.
For d = o(n/p) and since by choice of t , t = O(L/g), we further get that
MC_Build(n, r,p)O
(
lgn
lgd
n
p
g
)
+ O
(
lgn
lgd
logt (p/d)L
)
.
The expression for μ in the theorem follows after dividing with the sequential running
time. 
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Segment tree S(T ) that has been built using BUILDBSP_C_STREE includes with every
hypernode or vertex of a hypotree a field c(.) that counts the number of segments associated
with that hypernode or vertex of T and also with the corresponding node of BT . We next
show how the Counting problem can be solved using the so formed S(T ). The input to
the Counting problem is a set S of m  n queries, and for every query q ∈ S we want to
compute the number of segments intersected by a ray starting at q in the direction of the y
axis. Attached to every query q of the input is a segment-counter field f (q); the result for
each query will be made available through that counter.
The query problem resembles the one in [9] and for m n, it can be solved by an one-
optimal algorithm. Algorithm QUERYBSP_C_STREE is based on BUILDBSP_C_STREE
with some minor differences that are listed below. The input to QUERYBSP_C_STREE
is a set of m queries (points) rather than segments (pairs of points). The queries are
also evenly, though arbitrarily, distributed among the processors. The size of the input
set of queries remains the same at the end of one phase and before the beginning of
the next; it does not fluctuate like the set of segments during the construction of S(T ).
A factor of four can thus be shaved off from the runtime worst-case bounds. Calls to
BUILD_STREE are replaced by calls to QUERY_STREE. Each time a query q visits a
hypernode v or vertex v of a hypotree, it increments its own query counter f (q) by c(v).
Line 1 of QUERY_STREE in Fig. 2 should thus read f (q) = f (q) + c(v). Using other-
wise the definitions of BUILDBSP_C_STREE, the performance of an arbitrary phase l
of QUERYBSP_C_STREE, is summarized in the following proposition; an outline of the
algorithm follows.
Proposition 3.3. Let S(T ) be the parallel segment tree on n elementary intervals con-
structed by BUILDBSP_C_STREE. Let d = o(n/p) be the size of a hypotree in S(T ).
QUERYBSP_C_STREE then, satisfies m n evenly distributed queries whose lth phase,
0 l < lgn/ lgd, requires computation and communication time given by
C(m,n,p, l) = D
(
m
p
)
+ O
(
m
p
+ n
p
+ L
)
+ O(CO(d)ppf (p)),
and
M(m,n,p, l) = O
(
g
m
p
+ g n
p
+ L
)
+ O(MO(d)ppf (p)),
where D = lgd , for l > 0 and D = height(root(T )) for l = 0. The algorithm requires
O(n/p + m/p) space per processor.
Proof. Procedure QUERYBSP_C_STREE is described as a sequence of stages in Fig. 5.
The following invariants will be maintained at each phase 0 l < h − 1.
1. At the completion of phase l the queries are sorted with respect to the T number-
ing of the leaf vertices (which are hypernodes of level l + 1) of the hypotrees of the
hypernodes of level l of T .
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1. For each thread residing in a processor, the node_info(v) structure of the hypernode v visited by the queries
of the thread is obtained.
2. Every processor, for each local query q visiting hypernode v invokes QUERY_STREE(v, δ) on H(v) with
line 1 reading f (q) = f (q) + c(v).
3. The updated in stage 2 node_info structures are routed back to their original storage area (reverse of stage 1
communication).
4. At the completion of stage 2 each query includes information on the hypernode it will visit in the following
phase. Processors sort queries within each thread with respect to the T number of this hypernode, which is
the vertex of the last level of the hypotree accessed in stage 1. Invariant 1 is maintained for phase l + 1.
5. Each processor returns to the originating processors the threads it received in stage 1.
6. Each processor prepares for the following phase by characterizing, by group and group leader, the threads
induced in the current phase. Invariant 2 for phase l + 1 is maintained.
Fig. 5. Procedure QUERYBSP_C_STREE.
2. At the completion of phase l all shared threads are fully identified and characterized
by their group and group leader.
The structure the algorithm maintains is that for every query q there exists a processor
that contains it and the hypernode it is visiting. Let S denote the set of m input queries.
Each query q maintains the counter field f (q), and a field that indicates the hypernode or
hypotree vertex it visits at any time. We provide pseudocode of QUERYBSP_C_STREE
without providing detailed explanation of its various stages; this can be inferred from the
discussion of algorithm BUILDBSP_C_STREE. 
The following proposition describes the performance of QUERYBSP_C_STREE over
all phases.
Proposition 3.4. Let S(T ) be the parallel segment tree on n elementary intervals con-
structed by BUILDBSP_C_STREE. Let d = o(n/p) be the size of a hypotree in S(T ).
QUERYBSP_C_STREE then, satisfies m  n evenly distributed queries in computation
and communication time given by
CC_Query(m,n,p) = lgn
(
m
p
)
+ lgn
lgd
O
(
n
p
+ m
p
+ L
)
+ lgn
lgd
O
(
C
O(d)
ppf (p)
)
,
and
MC_Query(m,n,p) = lgnlgd O
(
g
n
p
+ gm
p
+ L
)
+ lgn
lgd
O
(
M
O(d)
ppf (p)
)
.
The algorithm requires O(n/p + m/p) space per processor. Let TC_Query(m,n,p) =
CC_Query(m,n,p) + MC_Query(m,n,p).
By substituting appropriate values for the parameters in Proposition 3.4 a variety of
bounds on the run-time of algorithm QUERYBSP_C_STREE can be obtained. The follow-
ing is one such bound.
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by algorithm BUILDBSP_C_STREE. Let d = o(n/p) be the size of a hypotree in S(T ).
Then, algorithm QUERYBSP_C_STREE for any set of m  n evenly distributed queries
and for all n, p, L and t , where t = min {O(L/g),p} and L = o(n lgd/(p logt p)) has,
π = 1 + o(1) + O(1/ lgd), and if g = o(lgd) then also, μ = o(1). The algorithm requires
O(n/p + m/p) space per processor.
Proof. For computation time, by Proposition 3.4, after substituting for CO(d)ppf (p), we get
that
CC_Query(m,n,p)
(
m lgn
p
)
+ O
(
lgn
lgd
(
m
p
+ O(d)
))
+ O
(
lgn
lgd
logt (p/d)L
)
+ O
(
lgn
lgd
logt (p/d)t
)
.
For d = o(n/p) and since by choice of t , t = O(L/g), we further get that
CC_Build(m,n,p)
(
m lgn
p
)
+ O
(
lgn
lgd
m
p
)
+ O
(
lgn
lgd
logt (p/d)L
)
.
As the sequential running time is proportional to O(m lgn), the expression for π in
Theorem 3.2 follows. Similarly,
MC_Build(n, r,p)O
(
lgn
lgd
(
m
p
+ O(d)
)
g
)
+ O
(
lgn
lgd
logt (p/d)L
)
+ O
(
lgn
lgd
logt (p/d)O(tg)
)
.
For d = o(n/p) and since by choice of t , t = O(L/g), we further get that
MC_Build(n, r,p)O
(
lgn
lgd
m
p
g
)
+ O
(
lgn
lgd
logt (p/d)L
)
.
The expression for μ in the theorem follows after dividing with the sequential running
time. 
3.6. Parallel segment tree S(T ) for the First-hit problem
A straightforward sequential solution for the First-hit problem first builds a segment
tree S(T ) with sorted segment lists attached to every node of the tree. Even though the
segment lists of all nodes require space O(n lgn) they can be maintained in sorted order
in O(n lgn) time. After the segment tree is built, query satisfaction uses QUERY_STREE
with line 1 realized by performing a binary search operation of query q into the sorted
segment list I (v) to determine whether the currently available best segment (closest to δ)
needs to be updated by the result of the binary search. The search time per query is thus
O(lg2 n). We remark that if m  n queries are to be satisfied, the total cost of O(m lg2 n)
for query satisfaction will absorb the cost of O(n lg2 n) of an inefficient segment tree S(T )
construction method that sorts segment lists; the latter bound could be made O(n lgn) with
not much added work [4,5].
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1. BUILDBSP_C_STREE is called. Segment list sizes c(.) are computed.
2. Using c(.) a parallel prefix operation on the vertices of the hypotrees of S(T ) is issued with an ordering for
the prefix determined by the BT numbering of the vertices involved. Total segment size k is also computed.
3. Each processor allocates space k/p, k = O(n lgn), for the storage of the segment lists.
4. A second call to BUILDBSP_C_STREE is issued. Line 2 of BUILD_STREE adds δ to I (v) by creating pair
(v, δ).
5. The memory of each processor stores pairs of the form (v, δ). A global sorting operation is performed to
sort pairs with primary key v and secondary key the “up”/“down” relative orientation of two segments.
6. The sorted segment pairs are sent to their final destination as determined in stage 3.
Fig. 6. Procedure BUILDBSP_FH_STREE.
QUERYBSP_FH_STREE(S(T ),Q) // Query set Q operates on S(T )
1. For each q ∈ Q create a trace list of size lgn.
2. Call QUERYBSP_C_STREE for Q and generate for each query q a trace list set of pairs (q, v) that records
all vertices v of hypotrees visited by query q .
3. Send the lgn traces for query q to the processor initially storing q .
4. A static balanced d-ary tree on the O(n lgn) sorted segment pairs (v, δ) of the segment lists of S(T ) is built.
5. The input query pairs (q, v) are searched in the tree of (v′, δ) keys. Primary key is the result of the v and v′
comparison and secondary is the result of q and δ comparisons based on their “above”/ “below” relationship.
The result of a query (q, v) is leaf (v, δq ), the lowest segment in I (v) hit by a ray starting at q in direction
parallel to the y-axis.
6. The results for query (q, v) are sent back to the processor originally holding (q, v).
7. Since after stage 6, query results of query q are adjacent a linear scan identifies the answer for query q .
Fig. 7. Procedure BUILDBSP_FH_STREE.
We sketch below a parallel solution for the First-hit problem that achieves optimal per-
formance if compared to the straightforward non-optimal algorithm. In the parallel setting,
m n queries will be evenly distributed among the processors and so will S(T ). By way
of a previous remark, the parallel time of the parallelization of an inefficient segment-tree
construction method can still be absorbed by the parallel time for query satisfaction.
We first describe procedure BUILDBSP_FH_STREE in Fig. 6 that builds S(T ) with
sorted segment lists, and invokes BUILDBSP_C_ STREE for that. We then show how
queries can be satisfied by introducing QUERYBSP_FH_STREE in Fig. 7. We de-
scribe both functions as a sequence of stages, and also analyze their performance.
BUILDBSP_FH_STREE first calls BUILDBSP_C_STREE and builds S(T ) without the
segment lists but with all segment counters. The segment counter information that is being
made available is then used to allocate space for the segment lists of every hypernode u
and thus vertex v of H(u). Then a second call to BUILDBSP_C_STREE is issued. In that
second call it is redundant to recalculate c(.) counters. Thus, segment δ instead of updating
counter c(v), it generates pair (v, δ) that will be added to v’s segment list I (v). A sorting
operation at the end of the second BUILDBSP_C_STREE will sort these pairs with pri-
mary key v and secondary key the “up”/“down” orientation of any two line segments. Let
xv be the x-coordinate of the left endpoint of Int(v). Two segments in I (v) are compared
by comparing the corresponding y coordinates of the intersection of line x = xv with each
segment.
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the cost of an initial routing operation to order vertices according to their BT number-
ing, i.e., max {L,g(2n − 1)/p}. Then, a parallel prefix operation with associative operator
addition is issued that requires time max {L, (2n − 1)/p} for a preliminary sequential
prefix computation, followed by a parallel prefix operation on the generated p partial
sums, one such sum per processor, a step that requires time Tppf (p), and finally a step
that updates the sums of the preliminary sequential prefix computation and requires ad-
ditional max {L, (2n − 1)/p} time. The total segment list size k is also computed and
then broadcast to all processors for additional time of Mbrd(p)  Tppf (p) (broadcast-
ing can be implemented in terms of parallel prefix). The time required for stage 3 is
max {L,O(n lgn/p)} for space allocation and initialization and max {L,O(gn/p)} for in-
formation maintenance (storing the results of parallel prefix in node_info). The cost of
stage 4 is the cost of BUILDBSP_C_STREE. The cost of stage 5 is the cost of sorting at
most 2n lgn vertex-segment pairs, i.e., T (2n lgn,p). Stage 6 takes max {L,O(gn lgn/p)}
communication time. The following is thus shown.
Proposition 3.5. Let T be the base tree of a segment tree on r  n  4r + 1 elementary
intervals constructed from r line segments. Let d = o(n/p) be the size of a hypotree in T .
Then, BUILDBSP_FH_STREE builds a segment tree with sorted segment lists in time,
TFh_Build(n, r,p) = 2TC_Build(n, r,p) + O(L) + T (2n lgn,p) + O(gn lgn/p)
+ 2Tppf (p) + O(n/p).
The algorithm requires O(n lgn/p) space per processor.
A theorem similar to Theorem 3.2 can be derived. Its optimality depends on the sorting
algorithm that is used. If one of [10,12,13] is used, then one optimality can be claimed for
BUILDBSP_FH_STREE. These sorting algorithms however are not fully scalable; they
require that n/p = lg1+α n, where α > 0 or α > 1 depending on the algorithm. If however,
the fully scalable algorithm of [17] is used, BUILDBSP_FH_STREE becomes c-optimal
for some large constant c.
3.7. A parallel solution to the First-hit problem using S(T )
We utilize query algorithm QUERYBSP_C_STREE to solve the First-hit problem after
constructing S(T ) in BUILDBSP_ FH_STREE. We assume that m n queries are evenly,
though arbitrarily, distributed among p processors. We describe QUERYBSP_FH_STREE
as a sequence of stages in Fig. 7.
Associated with each query q is a list of size lgn that will record the path q follows dur-
ing the search, i.e., the execution of algorithm QUERYBSP_C_STREE. Each element of
such a list is of the form (q, v), where q is a query and v is a hypotree vertex visited by q .
When a list element is generated by a query, it is stored locally in the processor that gener-
ated it, and only transmitted at the completion of the last phase of QUERYBSP_C_STREE
to the processor originally storing q . It is easy to identify such a processor as each processor
stores the same number of queries as any other processor. The generation of the trace lists
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of QUERYBSP_C_STREE, i.e., TC_Query(m,n,p). The time of stage 3 is O(gn lgn/p).
With reference to Fig. 3, tree T (minus, perhaps, its root) can be viewed as a d-ary
tree of hypernodes. A balanced d-ary search tree on the O(n lgn) leaves of sorted segment
pairs (v, δ) that were generated by BUILDBSP_FH_STREE (stages 5 and 6) is built the
same way the T tree was built in parallel from the elementary intervals derived from the
input line segments before S(T ) was built. The resulting tree is balanced and its height is
O(lgn/ lgd). The constructed tree is similar to T though no hypotree or Int(v) information
is maintained and the running time for its construction is Tc(n, d).
Subsequently, the m queries are searched on this tree in a way reminiscent of
QUERYBSP_C_STREE. The input queries are sets of query pairs (q, v) generated in stage
2. Nodes of the d-ary tree hold information in the form (v′, δ) where v′ is an S(T ) hypotree
vertex, and δ is one of the input line segments used to build S(T ). The d-ary tree is a search
tree, and the QUERY_STREE code executed by QUERYBSP_C_STREE is replaced by a
simple search process code: whenever a query pair (q, v) is compared with (v′, δ) at a
node the result of the comparison is determined by comparing first v to v′ and then, q to δ
according to a “below”/“above” relation between the query point and the segment and the
correct branch out of the d branches at that node is followed. The result of a query (q, v)
traversing the tree is thus a leaf (v, δq), the lowest segment in I (v) hit by a ray starting at q
in direction parallel to the y-axis. The running time of stage 5 is TC_Query(m lgn,n lgn,p).
The partial results obtained in stage 5 are transmitted to the processor location occupied
by the corresponding query pair in the beginning of QUERYBSP_FH_STREE. This way,
the lgn results of query q are adjacent. A linear segmented scan (per query) per processor
followed by a segmented parallel prefix (segmented parallel minimum) identifies within
each query the segment first hit by a query (the one whose intersection with a ray starting
from the query and parallel to the y axis has the lowest y coordinate). The running time of
this last stage is max {L,gO(m lgn/p)}+ max {L,O(m lgn/p)}+ Tppf (p). The following
proposition summarizes the obtained result.
Proposition 3.6. Let S(T ) be the parallel segment tree on n elementary intervals con-
structed by algorithm BUILDBSP_FH_STREE. Let d = o(n/p) be the size of a hypotree
in S(T ). Then, QUERYBSP_FH_STREE for satisfying m  n evenly distributed queries
has running time given by
TFh_Query(m,n,p) = TC_Query(m,n,p) + TC_Query(m lgn,n lgn,p)
+ max{L,gO(m lgn/p)}+ max{L,O(m lgn/p)}
+ Tppf (p) + Tc(n, d).
A theorem similar to Theorem 3.2 can be claimed.
Theorem 3.3. Let S(T ) be the parallel segment tree with sorted segment lists on n ele-
mentary intervals constructed by algorithm BUILDBSP_FH_STREE. Let d = o(n/p) be
the size of a hypotree in S(T ). Then, algorithm QUERYBSP_FH_STREE for any set of
m  n evenly distributed queries and for all n, p, L and t , where t = min {O(L/g),p}
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μ = o(1). The algorithm requires O((n + m) lgn/p) space per processor.
We finally note that the First-hit algorithm leads to a solution of the bichromatic line
segment intersection problem [7] with the same performance in terms of π and μ as that
of algorithm QUERYBSP_FH_STREE.
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